Passive Investors, Don’t Vote
The SEC should recognize that index funds have no
interest in the performance of particular companies.
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Votes on corporate governance allow shareholders to steer actively the companies they hold. But
large passive investors increasingly are crowding out the influence of smaller peers that have
more at stake in each company’s performance. The Securities and Exchange Commission helped
create this problem by urging all investors to increase their engagement, and it should correct its
error by issuing new guidance asking passive investors to abstain from shareholder votes.

Consider the case of BlackRock , the world’s largest money manager. In his annual “Letter to
CEOs” this January, chief executive Larry Finkexpressed the firm’s commitment to influence the
companies it holds. But with regard to its $4.6 trillion index funds, the firm is barred from
steering companies by actively trading their equity. “As a result,” Mr. Fink concludes, “our
responsibility to engage and vote is more important than ever.”
This hope to guide companies through governance makes sense, but passive-fund managers like
BlackRock lack a strong incentive to cast informed votes. Index funds retain shares of each
company they hold at a rate determined by the company’s market value benchmarked to a certain
index. As a consequence, it matters little to them whether individual companies perform well or
badly; they are concerned with the performance of the index overall.Passive investors don’t
engage the market with finely tuned attention to each company. They don’t help allocate capital
specifically to well-run companies with competitive advantages and long-term growth prospects.
Nor do they invest in discovering price disconnects between securities, undervalued assets, or
future innovators.
Rather than careful guides for growing companies, passive investors are largely freeloaders.
These firms merely ride share values that change based on capital-allocation decisions made by
the active investors who are the actual stewards of capital. They should not get a vote on
corporate governance as they don’t do the work needed to develop wise judgments about how to
vote.
Until recently, asset managers in the U.S. that lacked a well-informed view of the companies in
which they invested often abstained from shareholder votes. That changed in the 1990s when the
Securities and Exchange Commission began suggesting that routine abstention could be viewed
as a failure to carry out one’s fiduciary duty. Today nearly all asset managers vote, but passive
investors dedicate no more effort to the process than is required to appease the SEC—or perhaps
to satisfy their own conscience and the boost their firm’s image. The SEC should acknowledge
the diluting effect of these votes and reverse their guidance on abstentions.
Companies on the receiving end of investments are also harmed by the poor guidance of passive
investors. But unlike the active money managers whose influence is being stifled, recipient
companies possess actual tools to resist passive guidance. When necessary, companies should
seek shareholder approval to amend their corporate bylaws to allow them to disregard or

discount the votes of passive investors, or to permit investors to transfer their voting rights to
active managers. If Mr. Fink—an extraordinary entrepreneur from whom all investors can
undoubtedly learn—wants to exercise his fiduciary responsibility, let him do so with the assets
BlackRock actively invests.
In the same letter in which he expresses his firm’s commitment to voting, Mr. Fink argues that all
companies must pay close attention to their “social purpose.” He adds that a company should
“show how it makes a positive contribution to society” if it hope to prosper over time.

Active money managers help their clients achieve these long-term goals by committing the time,
effort and money to analyze them properly. Passive investors provide no such guidance.
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